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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT / 
INNOVATION / TECHNOLOGY

Our Priority: Support reducing or 
eliminating unnecessary professional 
licensing requirements that can hinder 
talent attraction, especially from those out 
of state or the country 
Legislation: House Bill 1008 – 
Occupational license endorsement; failed  

Broadly recognizing occupational licenses 
issued in other jurisdictions would have 
helped Indiana attract much needed talent, 
reduced barriers to entering the workforce 
and saved administrative costs  Indiana 
should establish itself as the least restrictive 
state in the country for entering the 
professional workforce and opening a new 
business while at the same time making 
sure consumers have relevant, accurate 
and up-to-date information about the 
professional services they consume and 
those who perform them  

Legislation: Senate Bill 427 – 
Provisional occupational license; signed by 
the Governor 

Granting spouses of military members a 
provisional occupational license in their 
profession upon establishing residency in 
Indiana is a welcome step to aid in the 
state’s talent shortage 

Our Priority: Support empowering local 
communities in regions across Indiana to 
come together to create regional 
management authorities to boost quality of 
place funding throughout the state 
Legislation: Senate Bill 350 – Central 
Indiana regional development authority; 
signed by the Governor  

Establishes a central Indiana development 
authority to be managed by a codified 
Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning 
Organization  The Chamber believes this is 

a model that other state regions can use to 
gain access to capital and establish a 
pipeline of investable, quality-of-place 
projects and programs 

EDUCATION / WORKFORCE 
DEVELOPMENT 
Our Priority: Support strengthening 
Indiana’s high school accountability 
system 
Legislation: House Bill 1002 – Teacher 
evaluations/accountability removal; signed 
by the Governor  Chamber opposed 
 
This change removes a state expectation 
that local schools use student learning 
data as a factor in gauging the 
effectiveness of their classroom teachers  
Eliminating such objective data-driven 
measures altogether in favor of subjective 
measures like classroom observations by 
school principals sends the message that 
“results don’t matter” and sets a troubling 
precedent for future progress in Indiana 
education 

Our Priority: Support further evaluation 
of the state’s various education and 
workforce programs 
Legislation: House Bill 1492 – 
Governor’s Workforce Cabinet; signed by 
the Governor  

Will better align Indiana’s education and 
workforce systems by giving more key 
stakeholders a voice on these critical 
workforce issues 

Our Priority: Support requiring Indiana 
high school seniors to complete the Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA) – with an opt-out option – to 
ensure that more Hoosier students have 
the opportunity to earn industry-recognized 
credentials and degrees with reduced or 
no debt  
Legislation: Senate Bill 223 – FAFSA; 
failed 

2020 Priority Legislation

Vote Selection Criteria and Scoring

The Indiana Chamber has well-established criteria for selecting votes to be included in 
the Legislative Vote Analysis (LVA)  Bills included meet the following four criteria:

1   Votes on all subject matter used in LVA are based on and best reflect the Chamber’s 
legislative policy as determined by the Chamber’s board of directors and expressed 
in Legislative Business Issues, Legislative Agenda or other Chamber communications 
to legislators 

2   Each member of the Indiana General Assembly is informed of all bills the Chamber 
is following, including the Chamber’s position on each, the reasons for the position 
and the name and contact information of the specific Chamber issue expert to 
contact for more information 

3   Each member of the Indiana General Assembly is informed of the Chamber’s 
position on the issue and bill prior to the vote  This notification was provided in 
editions of the Legislative Agenda or other communications with legislators 

4   Only floor votes for which there is a public record are used 

Base scores for each legislator are calculated as a percentage of votes cast in agreement 
with the Chamber’s position on the bills included in LVA  A modest adjustment factor 
(positive or negative) has been added to the LVA scoring model to factor in very important 
legislative activities outside of floor votes on bills the Chamber has taken a position on, 
including whether a legislator sponsored/authored these bills and whether committee 
chairs held hearings or killed these bills  This adjustment factor is applied as a net 
positive or negative number of additional scored votes and is capped at +/- 10 votes 
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This wasn’t a mandate (there were clear 
opt-out options), but rather a reasonable 
safeguard to ensure students don’t miss 
out on grants and scholarships due to a 
lack of awareness  As a state, we should 
be all for helping our young people prosper 
and supporting pathways to upward 
mobility that decrease dependence on state 
assistance programs  The Legislature’s 
refusal to listen to facts and act in the best 
interest of students on this bill was 
staggering 

HEALTH CARE
Our Priority: Support efforts to make 
health care costs more transparent and 
lessen the incidence of “surprise billing” 
Legislation: House Bill 1004 – Health 
matters; signed by the Governor 

Focuses on price transparency, including 
providing good faith estimates to patients 
for non-emergency services, an all-payer 
claims database and efforts to remove 
employees/patients from surprise billing 
disputes 

Legislation: Senate Bill 5 – Health 
provider contracts; signed by the Governor 

Prohibits health provider contracts from 
including provisions that prohibit providers 
from disclosing health care service claims 
data to employers providing the coverage  
We believe employers having access to 
claims data is important to decision-
making processes  Another benefit: This 
will promote much desired price and 
quality transparency for purchasers of 
health care 

Our Priority: Support meaningful 
approach to decreasing the state’s vaping 
and smoking rate 
Legislation: Senate Bill 1 – Tobacco/
vaping age increase; signed by the Governor 

The Chamber has been a longtime 
supporter of this policy, which changes the 
legal smoking age from 18 to 21 and 
strengthens the federal law, including 
penalties for violation by retailers 

LABOR RELATIONS

Our Priority: Support unemployment 
insurance (UI) tax liability certainty for 
employers while ensuring fund solvency 

Legislation: House Bill 1111 – 
Unemployment insurance schedule; signed 
by the Governor 

This provides important certainty for 
employers of what their UI rate schedule 
and contribution levels are going to be 
through 2025 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
Our Priority: Support meaningful 
township government reform 
Legislation: House Bill 1027 – Township 
assessors; failed 

This bill would have increased the 
effectiveness of property tax assessment in 
the remaining 13 townships (in nine 
counties), where separate township 
assessors continue to be elected  The 
Chamber continues to be dismayed by the 
attitude toward bringing about greater 
consistency and uniformity of assessments 
within these remaining counties  Historical 
evidence supports the contention that 
eliminating these township assessors will 
result in improved efficiency and taxpayer 
savings 

TAXATION 
Our Priority: Support maintaining and 
enhancing our attractive tax climate 
Legislation: Senate Bill 385 – 
Assessment of business personal property 
tax; failed 

This would have saved thousands of small 
businesses from having to file a personal 
property tax return  Those who would 
benefit from this bill were businesses that 
have older equipment that is still reportable 
only because it was originally purchased at 
a price in excess of the $40,000 exemption 
threshold  Because these taxpayers are 
paying on the depreciated value, their tax 
liability is small and collectively represents 
only a minor statewide reduction in 
revenues  

The Indiana Chamber’s Bill Waltz (left) and Mike Ripley discuss where key legislation is headed in 
the last days of the session 
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